Causal knowledge is vital for effective reasoning in science and medicine. In medical diagnosis for example, a doctor aims to explain a patient's symptoms by determining the diseases causing them. However, all previous approaches to Machine-Learning assisted diagnosis, including Deep Learning and model-based Bayesian approaches, learn by association and do not distinguish correlation from causation. Here, we propose a new diagnostic algorithm based on counterfactual inference which captures the causal aspect of diagnosis overlooked by previous approaches. Using a statistical disease model, which describes the relations between hundreds of diseases, symptoms and risk factors, we compare our counterfactual algorithm to the standard Bayesian diagnostic algorithm, and test these against a cohort of 44 doctors. We use 1671 clinical vignettes created by a separate panel of doctors to benchmark performance. Each vignette provides a non-exhaustive list of symptoms and medical history simulating a single presentation of a disease. The algorithms and doctors are tasked with determining the underlying disease for each vignette from symptom and medical history information alone. While the Bayesian algorithm achieves an accuracy comparable to the average doctor, placing in the top 48% of doctors in our cohort, our counterfactual algorithm places in the top 25% of doctors, achieving expert clinical accuracy. Our results demonstrate the advantage of counterfactual over associative reasoning in a complex real-world task, and show that counterfactual reasoning is a vital missing ingredient for applying machine learning to medical diagnosis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Providing effective and accessible primary care is a fundamental challenge for global healthcare systems. Over half the global population has no access to primary healthcare [1] , and the prevalence of diagnostic errors in primary care has been recognised by the World Health Organisation as a high priority problem [2] . In the US alone an estimated 5% of outpatients receive the wrong diagnosis every year [3, 4] . These errors are particularly common when diagnosing patients with serious medical conditions, with an estimated 20% being misdiagnosed at the level of primary care [5] and one in three of these misdiagnoses resulting in serious patient harm [3, 6] .
In recent years, artificial intelligence and machine learning methods have emerged as powerful tools for solving complex problems in diverse domains [7] [8] [9] . In particular, machine learning assisted diagnosis promises to revolutionise healthcare by providing accurate and accessible diagnoses [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Diagnostic algorithms can exploit a variety of datasets, from expert opinion and epidemiological data to complex individual risk factors such as genetic information and wearable sensor data [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , potentially achieving higher precision than the cognitive diagnostic models learned by individual doctors and avoiding cognitive biases [20, 21] . These algorithms, which we refer to as associative diagnostic algorithms, identify diseases that are strongly correlated with the evidence presented by the patient. For example, Bayesian diagnostic algorithms determine the most likely diagnosis by performing associative Bayesian inference on a statistical * Electronic address: jonathan.richens@babylonhealth.com disease model ( Figure 1 ). Likewise, deep-learning methods learn to associate patient features with health outcomes but fail to differentiate correlation from causation [22] [23] [24] . Despite significant research efforts, diagnostic algorithms are not widely adopted in primary care, largely because they have struggled to achieve the accuracy of human doctors [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This raises the question-why have diagnostic algorithms failed to live up to their potential?
As noted by Pearl, associative inference is the simplest in a hierarchy of possible inference schemes [24] . Counterfactual inference sits at the top of this hierarchy, and allows one to reason about the consequence of interventions and treatments. Here, we argue that diagnosis is fundamentally a causal inference task. We show that failure to disentangle correlation from causation places strong constraints on the accuracy of associative diagnostic algorithms, which systematically yield spurious diagnoses in certain situations-potentially resulting in sub-optimal care. To resolve this, we present a new causal definition of diagnosis which is closer to the decision making process of clinicians [32] , and derive novel counterfactual diagnostic algorithms which capture this causal definition of diagnosis.
Using a statistical disease model, we compare our counterfactual algorithm to the standard associative diagnostic algorithm, and test these against a cohort of 44 doctors. We use 1671 clinical vignettes created by a separate group of doctors to benchmark performance. Each vignette represents a realistic presentation of a patient with a particular disease or condition, containing a nonexhaustive list of evidence including symptoms, medical history, basic demographic information and case notes. A large proportion of the vignettes represent uncommon and rare diseases, allowing us to focus more on the cases arXiv:1910.06772v2 [stat.ML] 28 Oct 2019
where diagnostic errors are more common. The algorithms are tasked with determining the true disease in each case from the symptom and past medical history information alone, whilst the doctors receive this evidence along with case notes. On average the cohort of doctors correctly identifies the true disease in 71.40% of vignettes, while the Bayesian algorithm achieves a very similar accuracy of 72.52%, placing in the top 48% of doctors. However, our counterfactual algorithm achieves an average score of 77.26%, placing in the top 25% of doctors in the study and achieving expert clinical accuracy. This improvement is particularly pronounced for rare and very rare diseases, where diagnostic errors are typically more common and more serious, with the counterfactual algorithm ranking the true disease higher than the associative algorithm in 29.2% and 32.9% of these vignettes respectively. We find evidence that the counterfactual algorithm is complimentary to doctors, achieving high accuracy for vignettes that our doctors struggle to diagnose and vice versa. Importantly, the counterfactual algorithm achieves these improvements using the same statistical disease model as the associative algorithm. This backwards compatibility is particularly important as disease models require significant resources to learn. For example, the DMR-DT model was constructed from expert knowledge over three decades [28] . Our algorithms can thus be directly applied to existing diagnostic models, even those outside of medicine [33] [34] [35] [36] .
II. METHODS

A. Structural causal models for diagnosis
First, we introduce the statistical models used to perform primary diagnosis. These disease models are Bayesian Networks (BNs) that model the relationships between hundreds of diseases, risk factors and symptoms. BNs are widely employed as diagnostic models as they are interpretable [78] and explicitly encode causal relations between variables-a prerequisite for causal and counterfactual analysis [37] . These models typically represent diseases, symptoms and risk-factors as binary nodes that are either on (true) or off (false). We denote true and false with the standard integer notation 1 and 0 respectively. A BN is specified by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and a joint probability distribution over all nodes which factorises with respect to the graph structure. If there is a directed arrow from node X to Y , then X is said to be a parent of Y , and Y to be a child of X. A node Z is said to be an ancestor of Y is there is a directed path from Z to Y . A simple example BN is shown in Fig. 1 (a) , which depicts a BN whose graphical structure describes a three layer network. These models consist of a top layer of risk factor nodes R i , a middle layer of disease nodes D j , and a bottom layer of symptoms S k . As the joint distribution factorises with respect to the graph structure, it is specified by the risk factor priors · · · < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 p(R i ), the disease conditional probability distributions (sometimes referred to as conditional probability tables, or cpts) p(D j |R 1 , . . . , R n ), and the symptom conditional distributions p(S k |D 1 , . . . , D m ).
BN disease models have a long history going back to the INTERNIST-1 [26] , Quick Medical Reference (QMR) [27, 28] , and PATHFINDER [29, 30] systems, with many of the original systems corresponding to noisy-OR networks with only disease and symptom nodes, known as BN2O networks [38] . Recently, three-layer BNs of the form described in the previous paragraph and depicted in Fig. 1 (a) have replaced these two layer models [31] . These models make fewer independence assumptions and allow for disease risk-factors to be included in the diagnostic procedure. Whilst our results will be derived for these models, they can be simply extended to models with more or less complicated dependencies [27, 39] .
In the field of causal inference, BNs are replaced by the more fundamental structural causal models (SCMs), also referred to as functional causal models and structural equation models [40, 41] . SCMs are widely applied and studied, and their relation to other approaches, such as probabilistic graphical models and BNs, is well understood [37, 42] . The key characteristic of SCMs is that they represent each variable as deterministic functions of their direct causes together with an unobserved exogenous 'noise' term, which its self represents all causes outside of our model. That the distribution over the noise term is unknown induces a probability distribution over observed variables. For each variable Y , with parents in the model X, there is a noise term u Y , with un-
. By incorporating knowledge of the functional dependencies between variables, SCMs enable us to determine the response of variables to interventions (such as treatments). As we will show in section II E, existing diagnostic BNs such as BN2O networks [38] are naturally represented as SCMs.
B. Posterior ranking
The standard algorithm for performing diagnosis with a disease model, which we refer to as posterior ranking, involves ranking candidate diseases by their posterior marginal probabilities. Given a disease model parameters θ and a patient's set of observed risk-factors R = {R i } and symptoms S = {S j }, the disease model is used to compute the posterior probability of all model diseases p(D k = 1|R, S; θ), and the modeled diseases are returned as a ranked list. We assume we are working with a fixed disease model and drop θ from our notation. Although clinical decision making can be informed by other metrics, such as disease severity and harmfulness of treatment [43] , disease posteriors are the key ingredient supplied by the disease model to inform the diagnosis.
Whilst the posterior quantifies the likelihood of a given disease, it cannot differentiate causal and acausal correlations. Using the posterior to explain an observation often leads to spurious conclusions in all but the simplest models. To see this, consider the toy disease model shown in Fig 2. a) . In the case where we observe
. . , D M will typically have small posteriors for large M . This causes D 1 , . . . , D M to be strongly anti-correlated given E, as these diseases compete to explain the evidence E. This phenomenon is known as 'explaining away' [44] . However, it is very likely that at least one of
As a consequence the risk factor posterior can be large,
as R is capable of explaining all D 1 , . . . , D M . If disease D N has a strong enough association with R, e.g. p(D N = 1|R = 1) > p(D i = 1|R = 1), for i = 1, . . . , M , then D N can end up with the largest posterior, p(D N = 1|E) > p(D i = 1|E) for all i = 1, . . . , M , despite it being impossible that D N is causing the observed symptoms. This is an example of confounding, where the latent variable R causes a spurious association between the symptom evidence and D N [45] . Note that this spurious association is due to a flawed interpretation of the posterior, rather than a flaw in the model. Furthermore, note that even if R is observed the problem can persist (for example if we observe R = 1), potentially resulting in D N being put forward as a likely diagnosis despite having no symptom evidence. As a real-world example, consider an elderly smoker who reports chest pain, nausea, and fatigue. A good doctor will present a diagnosis that is both likely and relevant given the evidence (such as angina). Although it may also be true that this patient is likely to belong to a population that frequently suffer from other diseases such as emphysema, this disease has little to do with the evidence presented and should not be put forward as a diagnosis. Here, emphysema is a disease whose high posterior probability is due primarily to acausal connections to the symptoms i.e. 'back-door paths' [46] , as with D N in Fig 2 a ). . This results in Simpsons-paradox type confounding [45] In Fig 2. b) we show another example of confounding. In this case, suppose D 1 has a positive causal association with S 1 , i.e. D 1 = 1 makes S 1 = 1 more likely. In this case, the observation S 1 = 0 has a negative causal association with D 1 = 1. However, back-door paths between D 1 and S 1 (e.g. latent risk-factors and diseases) can reverse this association in a phenomena known as Simpson's paradox [45] . As a result, observing S 1 = 0 can make D 1 = 1 more likely. However, causally we know that D 1 = 1 is a very poor explanation for the evidence S 1 = 0. If the diagnosis is made using the posterior alone, D 1 could be put forward as a diagnosis despite there being negative evidence for this disease being the cause of the patient's symptoms.
In general, diseases will have a both causal (front door) and acausal (back-door) connections to the observed symptom evidence. It is not sufficient to ignore diseases like D N in Fig 2. (a) that are not ancestors of the symptom evidence. We need a formal approach to diagnosis that can resolve these issues by disentangling correlation from causation. Our examples show that ignoring causal information can lead to a spurious diagnosis. In practice, human clinicians will not present completely spurious diseases in a diagnosis, i.e. diseases that cannot generate the patient's symptoms, and we can conclude that human clinicians are making use of this causal information in their diagnosis. We now propose an algorithm that can also exploit this information.
C. Beyond associative diagnosis
In section II B, we showed diagnostic algorithms that rely solely on posterior ranking can yield sub-optimal or spurious diagnoses. To resolve this, we first consider how to best define diagnosis. [47] defines diagnosis as "the investigation or analysis of the cause or nature of a condition, situation, or problem". That is, given the evidence presented by the patient, a doctor attempts to determine the diseases that are the best explanationthe most likely underlying cause-of the symptoms presented. We propose the following causal definition for diagnosis,
The identification of the diseases that are most likely to be causing the patient's symptoms, given their medical history
This definition suggests the following three minimal desiderata that should be satisfied by any diagnostic algorithm aiming to capture the likelihood, M(D k , E), that a disease, D k , is causing a patient's symptoms given evidence, E, The justification for these desiderata is as follows. Desideratum i) states that the likelihood that a disease explains the patient's symptoms depends on the likelihood that the patient has the disease in the first place. Desideratum ii) states that if there is no causal mechanism whereby disease D k could have generated any of the positive symptoms presented (directly or indirectly), then D k cannot constitute causal explanation of the symptoms and should be disregarded. Desideratum iii) incorporates the principle of Occam's razor-favouring simple diagnoses with few diseases that can explain many of the symptoms presented. It is clear from section II B that posterior ranking only satisfies the first desiderata, violating the last two.
D. Counterfactual diagnosis
To quantify the likelihood that a disease is causing the patient's symptoms, we employ counterfactual inference [48] [49] [50] . Counterfactuals can test whether certain outcomes would have occurred had some precondition been different. Given evidence E = e we calculate the likelihood that we would have observed a different outcome E = e -counter to the fact E = e-had some hypothetical intervention taken place. The counterfactual likelihood is written P (E = e | E = e, do(X = x)) where do(X = x) denotes the intervention that sets variable X to the value X = x, as defined by Pearl's calculus of interventions [37] (see appendix C for formal definitions).
Counterfactuals provide us with the language to quantify how well a disease hypothesis D i = 1 explains symptom evidence S = 1 by determining the likelihood that the symptom would not be present if we were to intervene and 'cure' the disease by setting do(D i = 0), given by the counterfactual probability P (S = 0 | S = 1, do(D i = 0)). If this probability is high, D i = 1 constitutes a good causal explanation of the symptom. Note that this probability refers to two contradictory states of S and so cannot be represented as a standard posterior [37, 40] . In appendix C we describe how these counterfactual probabilities are calculated.
Inspired by this example, we propose two counterfactual diagnostic measures, which we term the expected disablement and expected sufficiency. We show in Theorem 1 at the end of this section that both measures satisfy all three desiderata from section II C.
Definition 1 (Expected disablement). The expected disablement of disease D k determines the number of positive symptoms that we would expect to switch off if we intervened to turn off D k ,
where E is the factual evidence and S + is the set of factual positively evidenced symptoms. The expectation is calculated over all possible counterfactual symptom evidence states S and S + denotes the positively evidenced symptoms in the counterfactual symptom evidence state. do(D k = 0) denotes the counterfactual intervention setting D k → 0.
The expected disablement derives from the notion of necessary cause [51] , whereby D is a necessary cause of S if S = 1 if and only if D = 1. The expected disablement therefore captures how well disease D k alone can explain the symptoms, as well as the likelihood that treating D k alone will alleviate the patient's symptoms.
Definition 2 (expected sufficiency). The expected sufficiency of disease D k determines the number of positively evidenced symptoms we would expect to persist if we intervene to switch off all other possible causes of the symptoms,
where the expectation is calculated over all possible counterfactual symptom evidence states S and S + denotes the positively evidenced symptoms in the counterfactual symptom evidence state. Pa(S + \ D k ) denotes the set of all parents of the set of counterfactual positively evidenced symptoms S + excluding D k , and do(Pa(S + ) \ D k = 0) denotes the counterfactual intervention setting Pa(S + \ D k ) → 0. E denotes the set of all factual evidence.
The expected sufficiency derives from the notion of sufficient cause [51] , whereby D is a sufficient cause of S if the presence of D implies the subsequent occurrence of S but, as S can have multiple causes, the presence of S does not imply the prior occurrence of D. Typically, diseases are sufficient causes of symptoms, and sufficient causes can be quantified by controlling for all other sufficient causes. In our case, we perform counterfactual interventions to remove all possible causes of the symptoms (both diseases and exogenous influences), and consider all counterfactual symptom states that could have occurred in this scenario. As these counterfactual symptom values have only a single possible cause-the disease D-any symptoms remaining must have been caused by D, allowing us to quantify the number of symptoms that we can expect to have been caused by D.
Theorem 1 (Diagnostic properties of expected disablement and expected sufficiency). Expected disablement and expected sufficiency satisfy the three desiderata from section II C The proof is provided in appendices E and G.
E. Noisy-OR and twin network diagnostic models
When constructing disease models it is common to make additional modelling assumptions beyond those implied by the DAG structure. The most widely used of these are 'noisy-OR' models [27] , as they closely fit our beliefs about how diseases develop [52, 53] , and allow for large BNs to be described by a number of parameters that grows linearly with the size of the network [54, 55] . We now derive expressions for the expected disablement and expected sufficiency for these models, which allow these measures to be determined using standard inference techniques.
Under the noisy-OR assumption, a parent X i activates its child Y (causing Y = 1) if i) the parent is on, X i = 1, and ii) the activation does not randomly fail. The probability of failure, conventionally denoted as λ Xi,Y , is independent from all other model parameters. The 'OR' component of the noisy-OR states that the child is activated if any of its parents successfully activate it. Concretely, the values of Y is the Boolean OR function ∨ of its parents activation functions,
is the state of a given parent X i and u i ∈ {0, 1} is a latent noise variable (ū i := 1 − u i ) with a probability of failure p(u i = 1) = λ Xi,Y . The noisy-OR model is depicted in Fig 1. b ). As we show in appendix B, noisy-OR models are naturally formulated in the SCM framework, described in section II A. For further details on noisy-OR disease modelling see appendix B.
To efficiently evaluate our counterfactual diagnosis measures we employ the twin networks method for computing counterfactuals, outlined in [56, 57] . This method represents real and counterfactual variables together in a single SCM-the twin network-from which counterfactual probabilities can be computed using standard inference techniques. This approach greatly amortizes the inference cost of calculating counterfactuals compared to the standard approach of abduction, action and prediction [37] , which is intractable for large SCMs. We refer to these diagnostic models as twin diagnostic networks, see appendix C for further details. We now derive expressions for the expected disablement and expected sufficiency for 3-layer noisy-OR disease models in terms of corrections to the standard posterior probabilities.
Theorem 2. For 3-layer noisy-OR BNs (formally described in appendices B-C), the expected sufficiency and expected disablement of disease D k are given by
where for the expected sufficiency
and for the expected disablement
where S ± denotes the positive and negative symptom evidence, R denotes the risk-factor evidence, and λ D k ,S is the noise parameter for D k and S.
The proof is provided by theorem 4 in appendix D and by theorem 6 in appendix F. Note that (3) recovers the standard posterior p(D k = 1|E) in the limit that τ (D k , Z) → 1 ∀ Z.
III. ACHIEVING EXPERT PERFORMANCE IN PRIMARY DIAGNOSIS
A common approach to validating diagnostic algorithms is to use real clinical cases labeled by their diagnosis [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . A key limitation of this approach is the difficulty in defining the ground truth diagnosis in real cases, where diagnostic errors result in mislabellings. This problem is particularly pronounced for the diagnoses that occur during primary care due to many factors including: the large number of candidate diseases and hence diagnostic labels, incomplete or inaccurate recording of case data in medical health records, high diagnostic uncertainty and ambiguity, and biases such as the training and experience of the clinician who performed the diagnosis. To resolve these issues, a standard method for assessing doctors is through the examination of simulated diagnostic cases or clinical vignettes [58] . A clinical vignette simulates a typical diagnostic case for a disease or diseases, and doctors are assessed on their ability to return an appropriate diagnosis for a given vignette. Clinical vignettes generated by expert panels of clinicians are often more robust to errors and biases than labeled data sets such as medical health records, as the task is generative-simulating a disease given its known properties-rather than discriminativediagnosing an unknown disease. This approach has been found to be effective for evaluating human doctors [58] [59] [60] [61] and comparing the clinical accuracy of doctors to symptom checker algorithms [25, 31, 62, 63] .
To evaluate our algorithms, we first construct a test set of 1671 clinical vignettes, generated by a seprate panel of doctors qualified at least to the level of general practitioner [79] . Each vignette represents a realistic presentation of a patient with a single disease or condition, containing a list of evidence including symptoms, medical history, and basic demographic information such as age and birth gender [31] . The evidence list is non-exhaustive, reflecting the partial information typically available to a doctor during a primary consultation. Where possible, symptoms and risk factors matches those in our statistical disease model (see below) to allow the system to recognise these variables as evidence. However, to avoid biasing our study by only including evidence that is compatible with our disease model, the vignette author is allowed to include any additional clinical information as case notes, which are available to the doctors in our experiments. An example vignette is shown in Figure 4 b). Each vignette is authored by a single doctor and then verified by multiple doctors to ensure that it represents a realistic diagnostic case.
For a given case, the algorithm is provided with the evidence list with the true disease masked. The algorithm returns a diagnosis in the form of a full ranking of all diseases in the disease model, based on the posterior marginal probabilities (for the associative algorithm) or the expected disablement or expected sufficiency (for the counterfactual algorithms). These rankings are then used to compare the diagnostic accuracy of the algorithms.
In all experiments the counterfactual and associative algorithms use identical disease models to ensure that any difference in diagnostic accuracy is solely due to the algorithm used. The disease model used is a three layer noisy-or diagnostic BN as described in sections II B and II E and appendix B. The BN is parameterised by a team of doctors and epidemiologists [31, 63] . The DAG of the disease model, which encodes the causal structure of the diseases, risk factors and symptoms, is determined by a panel of doctors. The prior probabilities of diseases and risk factors are obtained from epidemiological data, where available. Conditional probabilities are obtained through elicitation from multiple independent medical sources and doctors [80] . The expected disablement and expected sufficiency are calculated using Theorem 2.
Our first experiment compares the accuracies of our counterfactual diagnostic algorithms to the associative algorithm (posterior ranking). We diagnose each of the 1671 vignettes using the posterior, expected disablement and expected sufficiency to produce a full ranking of all diseases. The top k accuracy is then calculated as fraction of the 1671 diagnostic vignettes where the true disease is present in the k top ranked diseases returned by the algorithm. The results are presented in figure 3 . The expected disablement and expected sufficiency give almost identical rankings on our test set, and for the sake of clarity we present the results for the expected sufficiency alone, which we refer to as the counterfactual algorithm. A complete table of results is present in Appendix H. For k = 1-returning the top ranked disease-the two algorithms perform similarly, with the counterfactual algorithm achieving an accuracy 2.5% higher than the associative algorithm's. For k > 1 the performance of two algorithms diverge, with the counterfactual algorithm giving a large reduction in the error rate over the associative algorithm. For k > 5, the counterfactual algorithm reduces the number of misdiagnoses by approximately 30% compared to the associative algorithm. The fact that the improvement is sustained for large k suggests that the counterfactual algorithm is removing spurious diseases from the ranking.
A simple method for comparing two rankings is to compare the position of the true disease in the rankings. Across all 1671 vignettes we found that the counterfactual algorithm ranked the true disease higher than the associative algorithm in 24.7% of vignettes, and lower in only 1.9% of vignettes. On average the true disease is ranked in position 3.16±4.4 by the counterfactual algorithm, a substantial improvement over 3.81±5.25 for the associative algorithm (see Table I ).
In table I we stratify the vignettes into very common, common, uncommon, rare and very rare depend- ing on the the prior incidence rates of the true disease. While the counterfactual algorithm achieves significant improvements over the associative algorithm for both common and rare diseases, the improvement is particularly large for rare and very rare diseases, achieving a higher ranking for 29.2% and 32.9% of these vignettes respectively. This is particularly important as rare diseases are typically harder to diagnose and include many serious conditions where diagnostic errors have the greatest consequences.
The second experiment compares the counterfactual and associative algorithms to a cohort of 44 doctors. Each doctor is assigned a set of at least 50 clinical vignettes (average 159), and returns an independent diagnosis for each vignette in the form of a partially ranked list of k diseases, where the size of the list k is chosen by the doctor on a case-by-case basis. The average diagnosis size is 2.58 diseases. For a given doctor, and for each case diagnosed by the doctor, the associative and counterfactuals algorithms are supplied with the same evidence (excluding the free text case description) and each returns a top k diagnosis, where k is the size of the diagnosis provided by the doctor for this case. Hence the algorithms shadow each doctor, providing a secondopinion diagnosis with the same number of diseases as the doctor for each case. The experimental setup is depicted in figure 4 a) . Matching the precision of the doctor for every case allows us to compare the accuracy of the doctor and the algorithms without constraining the doctors to give a fixed number of diseases in each diagnosis. This is important as doctors will naturally vary the size k of their diagnosis to reflect their uncertainty in the diagnostic case. terior, expected disablement, and expected sufficiency ranking are included in Appendix H. Figure 5 compares the accuracy of each doctor to the associative and counterfactual algorithms. Each point gives the average accuracy for one of the 44 doctors, calculated as the proportion of diagnoses returned by the doctor that contain the true disease. The first plot compares doctors to the associative (posterior ranking) algorithm. We refer to the set of vignettes considered by a single doctor as a case set. There are roughly two types of performance for the doctors and algorithms, depending on the difficulty of the vignettes included in the case set. Doctors tend to achieve higher accuracies in case sets involving simpler vignettes-identified by high doctor and algorithm accuracies. Conversely, the algorithm tends to achieve higher accuracy than the doctors for case sets with more challenging vignettes-identified by low doctor and algorithm accuracies. This suggests that the diagnostic algorithms are complimentary to the doctors, with the algorithm performing particularly well on vignettes where doctor error is more common and vice versa. Overall, the associative algorithm performs on par with the average doctor, achieving a mean accuracy across all trails of 72.52 ± 2.97% v.s 71.40 ± 3.01% for doctors. The algorithm scores higher than 21 of the doctors, draws with 2 of the doctors, and scores lower than 21 of the doctors. The second graph in Figure 5 compares the expected sufficiency to the doctors over the same 44 trials. The separation between doctors and algorithm is now more pronounced, with the counterfactual algorithm detecting the true disease with higher accuracy than the majority of doctors. The counterfactual algorithm achieves a mean accuracy of 77.26±2.79%, considerably higher that the doctors and the associative algorithm and placing it in the top 25% of doctors in the cohort. The counterfactual algorithm scores higher than 32 of the doctors, draws with 1, and scores lower than 12. As with the associative algorithm, we observe a complementarity between the doctors and the algorithm, with the algorithm achieving high accuracies on case sets where the doctors achieved low accuracies and vice versa. In conclusion, the counterfactual algorithm outperforms both the associa-tive algorithm and the average doctor in our cohort by a significant margin, achieving an expert clinical accuracy and achieving strong improvements for clinical vignettes that are difficult to diagnose or model rarer diseases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Poor access to primary healthcare and errors in primary diagnosis represent a significant challenge to global healthcare systems [3-6, 64, 65] . If machine learning assisted diagnosis is to help overcome these challenges, it is important that we first understand how human doctors perform diagnosis and to clearly define the desired output of our algorithms. Existing approaches have conflated diagnosis with associative inference. Whilst the former involves determining the underlying cause of a patient's symptoms, the latter involves learning correlations between patient data and disease occurrences, determining the most likely diseases in the population that the patient belongs to. This distinction places strong constraints on the accuracy of existing diagnostic algorithms, especially in the case of primary diagnosis where a clinician chooses from hundreds of diseases to offer an initial diagnosis. Overcoming these constraints requires that we fundamentally rethink how we define diagnosis and how we design diagnostic algorithms.
We have argued that diagnosis is fundamentally a causal inference task and presented a new causal definition of diagnosis. We have derived two counterfactual diagnostic measures that capture this causal definition, expected disablement and expected sufficiency, and a new class of diagnostic models-twin diagnostic networksfor calculating these measures. Using existing diagnostic models we have demonstrated that ranking disease hypotheses with these counterfactual measures greatly improves diagnostic accuracy compared to standard associative rankings. Whilst the associative algorithm performed on par with the average doctor in our cohort, the counterfactual algorithm places in the top 25% of doctors in our cohort-achieving expert clinical accuracy. The improvement is particularly pronounced for rare and very rare diseases, where diagnostic errors are typically more common and more serious, with the counterfactual algorithm ranking the true disease higher than the associative algorithm in 29.2% and 32.9% of these cases respectively. Importantly, this improvement comes 'for free', without requiring any alterations to the disease model. Because of this backward compatibility our algorithm can be used as an immediate upgrade for existing Bayesian diagnostic algorithms including those outside of the medical setting [33] [34] [35] [36] 66] .
Whereas other approaches to improving diagnostic algorithms have focused on developing better model architectures [31] or exploiting new sources of data [67] , our results demonstrate a new path towards expert-level diagnostic algorithms by employing causal and counterfactual reasoning to better mimic the decision making of human doctors. Indeed, our results add weight to the argument that machine learning methods that fail to incorporate causal reasoning will struggle to surpass the capabilities of human experts in certain domains [24] . Whilst we have focused on comparing our algorithms to doctors, future experiments could determine the effectiveness of these al-gorithms as clinical support systems-guiding doctors by providing a second opinion diagnosis. Given that our algorithm appears to be complimentary to human doctors, performing better on vignettes that doctors struggle to diagnose, it is likely that the combined diagnosis of doctor and algorithm will be significantly more accurate than either alone.
Appendices
The structure of these appendices is as follows. In appendix A we detail our notation. In appendix B we outline the tools we use to derive our results -namely the frameworks of structural causal models (SCMs), introduce noisyor Bayesian networks, and derive their SCM representation. In appendix C we outline the framework of twinnetworks [56] , and derive a simplified class of twin networks that we will use for computing our counterfactual diagnostic measures ('twin diagnostic networks'). In appendices D and F we introduce and derive expressions for our counterfactual diagnostic measure s-the expected sufficiency and the expected disablement-for the family of noisy-or diagnostic networks introduced in Appendices B and C. In appendices E and G we prove that these two measures satisfy our desiderata. In appendix H we list our experimental results.
A. NOTATION
Variables: For the disease models we consider, all variables X are Bernoulli, X ∈ {0, 1}. Where appropriate we refer to X = 0 as the variable X being 'off', and X = 1 as the variable X being 'on'. We denote single variables as capital Roman letters, and sets of variables as calligraphic, e.g. X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n }. The union of two sets of variables X and Y is denoted X ∪ Y, the intersection is denoted X ∩ Y, and the relative compliment of X w.r.t Y as X \ Y. The instantiation of a single variable is indicated by a lower case letter, X = x, and for a set of variables X = x denotes some arbitrary instantiation of all variables belonging to X , e.g. X 1 = x 1 , X 2 = x 2 , . . . , X n = x n . The probability of X = x is denoted p(X = x), and sometimes for simplicity is denoted as p(x).
For a given variable X and a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G, we denote the set of parents of X as Pa(X), the set of children of X as Ch(X), all ancestors of X as Anc(X), and all descendants of X as Dec(X). If we perform a graph cut operation on G, removing a directed edge from Y to X, we denote the variable X in the new DAG generated by this cut as X \Y .
Functions: Bernoulli variables are represented interchangeably as Boolean variables, with 1 ↔ 'True' and 0 ↔ 'False'. For a given instantiation of a Bernoulli/Boolean variable X = x, we denote the negation of x asx -for example if x = 1(0),x = 0(1). We denote the Boolean AND function as ∧, and the Boolean OR function as ∨.
B. STRUCTURAL CAUSAL MODELS
First we define structural causal models (SCMs), sometimes also called structural equation models or functional causal models. These are widely applied and studied probabilistic models, and their relation to other approaches such as Bayesian networks are well understood [37, 42] . The key characteristic of SCMs is that they represent variables as functions of their direct causes, along with an exogenous 'noise' variable that is responsible for their randomness.
Definition 3 (Structural Causal Model). A causal model specifies:
1. a set of latent, or noise, variables U = {u 1 , . . . , u n }, distributed according to P (U). 
a set of observed variables
where pa i denotes the parent nodes of the ith observed variable in G.
As the collection of functions F forms a mapping from noise variables U to observed variables V, the distribution over noise variables induces a distribution over observed variables, given by P (v i ) := u|vi=fi(Pa(vi),u) P (u), for i = 1, . . . , n.
We can hence assign uncertainty over observed variables despite the the underlying dynamics being deterministic. In order to formally define a counterfactual query, we must first define the interventional primitive known as the "do-operator" [37] . Consider a SCM with functions F . The effect of intervention do(X = x) in this model corresponds to creating a new SCM with functions F X=x , formed by deleting from F all functions f i corresponding to members of the set X and replacing them with the set of constant functions X = x. That is, the do-operator forces variables to take certain values, regardless of the original causal mechanism. This represents the operation whereby an agent intervenes on a variable, fixing it to take a certain value. Probabilities involving the do-operator, such as P (Y = y|do(X = x)), correspond to evaluating ordinary probabilities in the SCM with functions F X=x , in this case P (Y = y). Where appropriate, we use the more compact notation of Y x to denote the variable Y following the intervention do(X = x).
Next we define noisy-OR models, a specific class of SCMs for Bernoulli variables that are widely employed as diagnostic models [27, 28, 34, 52, 55, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . The noisy-OR assumption states that a variable Y is the Boolean OR of its parents X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n , where the inclusion or exclusion of each causal parent in the OR function is decided by an independent probability or 'noise' term. The standard approach to defining noisy-OR is to present the conditional independence constraints generated by the noisy-OR assumption [73] ,
where p(Y = 0 | only(X i = 1)) is the probability that Y = 0 conditioned on all of its (endogenous) parents being 'off' (X j = 0) except for X i alone. We denote p(Y = 0 | only(X i = 1)) = λ Xi,Y by convention.
The utility of this assumption is that it reduces the number of parameters needed to specify a noisy-OR network to O(N ) where N is the number of directed edges in the network. All that is needed to specify a noisy-OR network are the single variable marginals p(X i = 1) and, for each directed edge X i → Y j , a single λ Xi,Yj . For this reason, noisy-OR has been a standard assumption in Bayesian diagnostic networks, which are typically large and densely connected and so could not be efficiently learned and stored without additional assumptions on the conditional probabilities. We now define the noisy-OR assumption for SCMs.
Definition 4 (noisy-OR SCM). A noisy-OR network is an SCM of Bernoulli variables, where for any variable Y with parents Pa(Y ) = {X 1 , . . . , X N } the following conditions hold 1. Y is the Boolean OR of its parents, where for each parent X i there is a Bernoulli variable U i whose state determines if we include that parent in the OR function or not
i.e. Y = 1 if any parent is on, x i = 1, and is not ignored, u i = 0 (ū i = 1 where 'bar' denotes the negation of u i ).
2. The exogenous latent encodes the likelihood of ignoring the state of each parent in (1), P (u Y ) = p(u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N ).
The probability of ignoring the state of a given parent variable is independent of whether you have or have not ignored any of the other parents,
3. For every node Y there is a parent 'leak node' L Y that is singly connected to Y and is always 'on', with a probability of ignoring given by λ L Y
The leak node (assumption 3) represents the probability that Y = 1, even if X i = 0 ∀ X i ∈ Pa(Y ). This allows Y = 1 to be caused by an exogenous factor (outside of our model). For example, the leak nodes allow us to model the situation that a disease spontaneously occurs, even if all risk factors that we model are absent, or that a symptom occurs but none of the diseases that we model have caused it. It is conventional to treat the leak node associated with a variable Y as a parent node L Y with p(L Y = 1). Every variable in the noisy-OR SCM has a single, independent leak node parent.
Given Definition 4, why is the noisy-or assuption justified for modelling diseases? First, consider the assumption (1), that the generative function is a Boolean OR of the individual parent 'activation functions' x i ∩ū i . This is equivalent to assuming that the activations from diseases or risk-factors to their children never 'destructively interfere'. That is, if D i is activating symptom S, and so is D j , then this joint activation never cancels out to yield S = F . As a consequence, all that is required for a symptom to be present is that at least one disease to be causing it, and likewise for diseases being caused by risk factors. This property of noisy-OR, whereby an individual cause is also a sufficient cause, is a natural assumption for diseases modelling -where diseases are (typically by definition) sufficient causes of their symptoms, and risk factors are defined such that they are sufficient causes of diseases. For example, if preconditions R 1 = 1 and R 2 = 1 are needed to cause D = 1, then we can represent this as a single risk factor R = R 1 ∧ R 2 . Assumption 2 states that a given disease (risk factor) has a fixed likelihood of activating a symptom (disease), independent of the presence or absence of any other disease (risk factor). In the noisy-or model, the likelihood that we ignore the state of a parent X i of variable Y i is given by
and so is directly associated with a (causal) relative risk. In the case that child Y has two parents, X 1 and X 2 , noisy-OR assumes that this joint relative risk factorises as
(10) Whilst it is likely that interactions between causal parents will mean that these relative risks are not always multiplicative, it is assumed to be a good approximation. For example, we assume that the likelihood that a disease fails to activate a symptoms is independent of whether or not any other disease similarly fails to activate that symptom.
As noisy-OR models are typically presented as Bayesian networks, the above definition of noisy-OR is non-standard. We now show that the SCM definition yields the Bayesian network definition, (7) .
Theorem 3 (noisy-OR CPT). The conditional probability distribution of a child Y given its parents {X 1 , . . . , X N } and obeying Definition 4 is given by
Proof. For Y = 0, the negation of y, denotedȳ, is given bȳ
The CPT is calculated from the structural equations by marginalizing over the latents, i.e. we sum over all latent states that yield Y = 0. Equivalently, we can marginalize over all exogenous latent states multiplied by the above Boolean function, which is 1 if the condition Y = 0 is met, and 0 otherwise.
This is identical to the noisy-OR cpt (7) where we denote λ Xi,Y = p(u i ). The leak node is included as a parent X L where p(X L = 1) = 1, and a (typically large) probability of being ignored λ L . This node represents the likelihood that Y will be activated by some causal influence outside of the model, and is included to ensure that p(Y = 1| ∧ n i=1 (X i = 0)) = 0. As the leak node is always on, its notation can be suppressed and it is standard notation to write the CPT as
C. TWIN DIAGNOSTIC NETWORKS
In this appendix we derive the structure of diagnostic twin networks. First we provide a brief overview to the twinnetworks approach to counterfactual inference. See [56] and [74] for more details on this formalism. First, recalling the definition of the do operator from the previous section, we define counterfactuals as follows.
Definition 5 (Counterfactual). Let X and Y be two subsets of variables in V . The counterfactual sentence "Y would be y (in situation U ), had X been x," is the solution Y = y of the set of equations F x , succinctly denoted Y x (U ) = y.
As with observed variables in Definition 3, the latent distribution P (U ) allows one to define the probabilities of counterfactual statements in the same manner they are defined for standard probabilities (6) .
Reference [37] provides an algorithmic procedure for computing arbitrary counterfactual probabilities for a given SCM. First, the distribution over latents is updated to account for the observed evidence. Second, the do-operator is applied, representing the counterfactual intervention. Third, the new causal model created by the application of the do-operator in the previous step is combined with the updated latent distribution to compute the counterfactual query. In general, denote E as the set of factual evidence. The above can be summarised as, 1. (abduction). The distribution of the exogenous latent variables P (u) is updated to obtain P (u | E)
(action)
. Apply the do-operation to the variables in set X, replacing the equations
(prediction)
. Use the modified model to compute the probability of Y = y.
The issue with applying this approach to our large diagnostic models is that the first step, updating the exogenous latents, is in general intractable for models with large tree-width. The twin-networks formalism, introduced in [56] , is a method which reduces and amortises the cost of this procedure. Rather than explicitly updating the exogenous latents, performing an intervention, and performing belief propagation on the resulting SCM, twin networks allow us to calculate the counterfactual by performing belief propagation on a single 'twin' SCM -without requiring the expensive abduction step. The twin network is constructed as a composite of two copies of the original SCM where copied variables share their corresponding latents [56] . We refer to pairs of copied variables as 'dual variables'. Nodes on this twin network can then be merged following simple rules outlined in [74] , further reducing the complexity of computing the counterfactual query. We now outline the process of constructing the twin diagnostic network in the case of the two counterfactual queries we are interested in -those with single counterfactual interventions, and those where all counterfactual variables bar one are intervened on. We assume the DAG structure of our diagnostic model is a three layer network [A]. The top layer nodes represent risk factors, the second layer represent diseases, and the third layer symptoms. We assume no directed edges between nodes belonging to the same layer. To construct the twin network, first the SCM in [A] is copied. In [B] the network on the left will encode the factual evidence in our counterfactual query, and we refer to this as the factual graph. The network on the right in [B] will encode our counterfactual interventions and observations, and we refer to this as the counterfactual graph. We use an asterisk X * to denote the counterfactual dual variable of X.
As detailed in [56] , the twin network is constructed such that each node on the factual graph shares its exogenous latent with its dual node, so u * Xi = u Xi . These shared exogenous latents are shown as dashed lines in figures [B-E]. First, we consider the case where we perform a counterfactual intervention on a single disease. As shown in [B], we select a disease node in the counterfactual graph to perform our intervention on (in this instance D * 2 ). In Figure [ Once the counterfactual intervention has been applied, it is possible to greatly simplify the twin network graph structure via node merging [74] . In SCM's a variable takes a fixed deterministic value given an instantation of all of its parents and its exogenous latent. Hence, if two nodes have identical exogenous latents and parents, they are copies and can be merged into a single node. By convention, when we merge these identical dual nodes we map X * → X (dropping the asterisk). Dual nodes which share no ancestors that have been intervened upon can therefore be merged. As we do not perform interventions on the risk factor nodes, all (R i , R * i ) are merged (note that for the sake of clarity we do not depict the exogenous latents for risk factors).
. . .
Factual graph Counterfactual graph
Factual graph Counterfactual graph
Next, we merge all dual factual/counterfactual disease nodes that are not intervened on, as their latents and parents are identical (shown in [D] ). Finally, any symptoms that are not children of the disease we have intervened on (D 2 ) can be merged, as all of their parent variables are identical. The resulting twin network is shown in [E] . Note that we have also removed any superfluous symptom nodes that are unevidenced, as they are irrelevant for the query.
In the case that we intervene on all of the counterfactual diseases except one, following the node merging rule outlined above, we arrive at a model with a single disease that is a parent of both factual and counterfactual symptoms, as shown in Figure [ . . .
We refer to the SCMs shown in figures [E] and [F] as 'twin diagnostic networks'. The counterfactual queries we are interested in can be determined by applying standard inference techniques like belief propagation to these models.
D. EXPECTED SUFFICIENCY
In this appendix we derive a simple closed form expression for our proposed diagnostic measure, the expected sufficiency, which corresponds to the case where we perform counterfactual interventions on all diseases bar one (D k , model shown in Figure [F] ). We derive our expressions for three layer noisy-OR SCM's. Before proceeding, we motivate our choice of counterfactual query for the task of diagnosis.
An observation will often have multiple possible causes, which constitute competing explanations. For example, the observation of a symptom S = 1 can in principle be explained by any of its parent diseases. In the case that a symptom has multiple associated causes (diseases), rarely is a single disease necessary to explain a given symptom. Equivalently, the symptoms associated with a disease tend to be present in patient's suffering from this diseases, without requiring a secondary disease to be present. This can be summarised by the following assumptionany single disease is a sufficient cause of any of its associated symptoms. Under this assumption, determining the likelihood that a diseases is causing a symptom reduces to simple deduction -removing all other possible causes and seeing if the symptom remains.
The question of how we can define and quantify causal explanations in general models is an area of active research [51, [75] [76] [77] and the approach we propose here cannot be applied to all conceivable SCMs. For example, if you had a symptom that can be present only if two parents diseases D 1 and D 2 are both present, then neither of these parents in isolation is a sufficient cause (individually, D 1 = 1 and D 2 = 1 are necessary but not sufficient to cause S = 1). In Appendix A.4 we present a different counterfactual query that captures causality in this case by reasoning about necessary treatments. However, in the case that our symptoms obey noisy-or statistics, all diseases are individually sufficient to generate any symptom. This is ensured by the OR function, which states that a symptom S is the Boolean OR of its parents individual activation functions, s = 
where the expectation is calculated over all possible counterfactual symptom evidence states S and S + denotes the positively evidenced symptoms in the counterfactual symptom evidence state. Pa(S + \D k ) denotes the set of all parents of the set of counterfactual positively evidenced symptoms S + excluding D k , and do(Pa(S + ) \ D k = 0) denotes the counterfactual intervention setting Pa(S + \ D k ) → 0. E denotes the set of all factual evidence.
To evaluate the expected sufficiency we must first determine the dual symptom CPTs in the corresponding twin network ( figure [F] ). Lemma 1. For a given symptom S and its counterfactual dual S * , with parent diseases D and under the counterfactual interventions do(D \ D * k = 0) and do(U * L = 0), the joint conditional distribution is given by
where δ(d k −1) = 1 if D k = 1 else 0, and d is an instantiation of all D i ∈ Pa(S), ∧ i =k D * i is the set of all counterfactual disease nodes excluding D k , ∧ i =k d i is the given instantiation on all disease nodes exlcuding D k , and u * L denotes the leak node for the counterfactual symptom. s \k denotes the state of the factual symptom node S under the graph surgery removing any direct edge from D k to S.
Proof. The CPT for the dual symptom nodes S, S * is given by
Where we have use the fact that the latent variables and the disease variables together form a Markov blanket for S, S * , and we have used the conditional independence structure of the twin network, shown in Figure [F] , which implies that S and S * only share a single variable, D k , in their Markov blankets. With the full Markov blanket specified, including the exogenous latents, the CPTs in (18) are deterministic functions, each taking the value 1 if their conditional constraints are satisfied. Note that the product of these two functions is equivalent to a function that is 1 if both sets of conditional constraints are satisfied and zero otherwise, and marginalizing over all latent variable states multiplied by this function is equivalent to the definition of the CPT for SCMs given in equation (6), where the CPT is determined by a conditional sum over the exogenous latent variables. Given the definition of the noisy-OR SCM in (8) , these functions take the form
and
Taking the product of these functions gives the function g s,s *
where u denotes a given instantiation of the free latent variables u D1,S , . . . , u D N ,S .
Di,S , and
can immediately be identified as p(s = 0|D) by (15) .
Di,S ), and we can
Finally, we can express this as λ d k D k ,s p(s \k = 1| ∧ i =k d i , D k = 1), where s \k is the instantiation of S \k -which is the variable generated by removing any directed edge D k → S (or equivalently, replacing λ D k ,S with 1). Given our expression for the symptom CPT on the twin network, we now derive the expression for the expected sufficiency.
Theorem 2. For noisy-OR networks described in Appendix A.1-A.4, the expected sufficiency of disease D k is given by
where S ± denotes the positive and negative symptom evidence, R denotes the risk-factor evidence, and S \k denotes the set of symptoms S with all directed arrows from D k to S ∈ S removed.
Proof. Starting from the definition of the expected sufficiency
we must find expressions for all CPTs p(S |E, do(D \ D k = 0), do(U L = 0)) where |S + | = 0 (terms with S + = ∅ do not contribute to (24) ). Let S * A = {S * s.t. S ∈ S − , S * ∈ S − } (symptoms that remain off following the counterfactual intervention), S * B = {S * s.t. S ∈ S + , S * ∈ S + } (symptoms that remain on following the counterfactual intervention), and S * C = {S * s.t. S ∈ S + , S * ∈ S − } (symptoms that are switched off by the counterfactual intervention). Lemma 1 implies that p(S = 0, S * = 1|d, do(∧ i =k D * i = 0), do(u * L = 0)) = 0, and therefore these three cases are sufficient to characterise all possible counterfactual symptom states S . Therefore, to evaluate (24), we need only determine expressions for the following terms
where U * L denotes the set of all counterfactual leak nodes for the symptoms S * A , S * B , S * C . Note that we only perform counterfactual interventions, i.e. interventions on counterfactual variables. As the exogenous latents are shared by the factual and counterfactual graphs, U * L = U L , but we maintain the notation for clarity. First, note that Which follows from the fact that the factual symptoms S ± on the twin network [F] are conditionally independent from the counterfactual interventions do(∧ i =k D * i = 0), do(U * L = 0)). To determine Q = p(S * A = 0, S * B = 1, S * C = 0, S ± |R, do(∧ i =k D * i = 0), do(U * L = 0)), we express Q as a marginalization over the factual diseases which, together with the interventions on the counterfactual diseases and leak nodes, constitute a Markov blanket for each dual pair of symptoms
Substituting in the CPT derived in Lemma 1 yields
The only terms in (24) with |S + | = 0 have S B = ∅, therefore the term δ(d k − 1) is present, and Q simplifies to
where in the last line we have performed the marginalization over d i ∀ i = k. Finally, S + = S * B = S + \ S C , and so |S + | = |S + | − |S C |, and the expected expected sufficiency is
where we have dropped the subscript C from S C .
Given our expression for the expected sufficiency, we now derive a simplified expression that is very similar to the posterior p(D k = 1|R, S ± ).
Theorem 4 (Simplified expected sufficiency).
Proof. Starting with the expected sufficiency given in Theorem 2, we can perform the change of variables X = S + \ S to give
where in the last line we apply the inclusion-exclusion principle to decompose an arbitrary joint state over Bernoulli variables p(A = 0, B = 1) as a sum over the powerset of the variables B in terms of marginals where all variables are instantiated to 0, p(A = 0, B = 1) = C⊆B (−1) |C| p(A = 0, C = 0)
By the definition of noisy-or (11) we have that
Therefore we can replace the graph operation represented by \k by dividing the CPT by the product S∈Z λ D k ,S . This allows E suff to be expressed as
We now aggregate the terms in the power sum that yield the same marginal on the symptoms (e.g. for fixed Z). Every X ∈ S + \ Z yields a single marginal p(S − = 0, Z = 0, D k = 1|R) and therefore if we express (37) as a sum in terms of Z, where each term p(S − = 0, Z = 0, D k = 1|R) aggregates the a coefficient K Z of the form
where A = S + \ Z. This can be further simplified using the identity 
Using (41) we can simplify the coefficient (38)
Rearranging (37) as a summation over Z substituting in (42) gives
which can be expressed as
where
Note that if we fix τ (k, Z) = 1 ∀Z, we recover
, which is the standard posterior of disease D k under evidence E = R ∩ S ± (this follows from the inclusion-exclusion principle, and can be easily checked by applying marginalization to express p(S ± , D k = 1|R) in terms of marginals where all symptoms are instantiated as 0). Note that (44) can be seen as a counterfactual correction to the quickscore algorithm in [68] (although we do not assume independence of diseases as the authors of [68] do).
E. PROPERTIES OF THE EXPECTED SUFFICIENCY
In this appendix, we show that the expected sufficiency (46) obeys our four postulates, including an additional postulate of sufficiency which is obeyed by the expected sufficiency.
Theorem 5 (Diagnostic properties of expected sufficiency).
The expected sufficiency satisfies the following four properties,
Proof. Postulate 1 dictates that the measure should be proportional to the posterior probability of the diseases. Postulate 2 states that if the disease has no causal effect on the symptoms presented then it is a poor diagnosis and should be discarded. Postulate 3 states that the (tight) upper bound of the measure for a given disease (in the sense that there exists some disease model that achieves this upper bound -namely deterministic models) is the number of positive symptoms that the disease can explain. This allows us to differentiate between diseases that are equally likely causes, but where one can explain more symptoms than another. Postulate 4 states that if it is possible that D k is causing at least one symptom, then the measure should be strictly greater than 0. Starting from the definition of the expected sufficiency
given the conditional independence structure of the twin network [F], we can express the counterfactual symptom marginals as p(S |E,do(D \ D k = 0), do(U L = 0)) (47)
If D k = 1, then do the the counterfactual interventions the counterfactual states have all parents (including leaks) instantiated to 0, which implies that S + = ∅ by (4) . Hence this case never contributes to the expected sufficiency as the expectation is over |S + |. For D k = 1, we recover that p(S |E, do(D \ D k = 0), do(U L = 0)) ∝ p(D k = 1|E) and therefore E suff (D k , E) ∝ p(D k = 1|E). For postulate 2, if there are no symptoms that are descendants of D k , then E suff (D k , E) = 0. This follows immediately from the fact that if D k is not an ancestor of any of the symptoms, then all counterfactual symptoms have all parents instantiated as 0 and S + = ∅. For postulate 4, we can only prove this property under additional assumptions about our disease model (see appendix B for noisy-and counter example). First, note that E suff (D k , E) is a convex sum with positive semi-definite coefficients |S + |. If there is a single positively evidenced symptom that is a descendent of D k , and D k has a positive causal influence on that child, and our disease model permits that every disease be capable of causing its associated symptoms in isolation, i.e. p(S = 1|only)(D k = 1)) > 0 for S ∈ Dec(D k ), then it is simple to check that p(S * = 1|E, do(D * \ D k = 0), do(U * L = 0), d k = 1) > 0 and so E suff (D k , E) > 0.
F. EXPECTED DISABLEMENT
In this appendix we turn our attention to our second diagnostic measure -the expected disablement. This measure is closer to typical treatment measures, such as the efffect of treatment on the treated [48] . We use our twin diagnostic network outlined in appendix C figure [E] (shown below) to simulating counterfactual treatments. We focus on the simplest case of single disease interventions, and propose a simple ranking measure whereby the best treatments are those that get rid of the most symptoms. Definition 1. The expected disablement of disease D k determines the number of positive symptoms that we would expect to switch off if we intervened to turn off D k ,
Decisions about which treatment to select for a patient generally take into account variables such as cost and cruelty. These variables can be simply included in the treatment measure. For example, the cruelty of specific symptoms can be included in the expectation (50) by weighting each positive symptom accordingly. The cost of treating a specific disease is included simply by multiplying (50) by a cost weight, and likewise for including the probability of the intervention succeeding. For now, we focus on computing the counterfactual probabilities, which we can then use to construct arbitrarily weighted expectations.
To calculate (50) , note that the only CPTs that differ from the original noisy-OR SCM are those for unmerged dual symptom nodes (i.e. children of the intervention node D k ). The disease layer forms a Markov blanket for the symptoms layer, d-separating dual symptom pairs from each other. Therefore we derive the cpt for dual symptoms and their parent diseases.
Factual graph Counterfactual graph Lemma 2. For a given symptom S and its counterfactual dual S * , with parent diseases D and under the counterfactual intervention do(D * k = 0), the joint conditional distribution on the twin network is given by
Proof. First note that for this marginal distribution the intervention do(D * k = 0) is equivalent to setting the evidence D * k = 0 as we specify the full Markov blanket of (s, s * ). Let D \k denote the set of parents of (s, s * ) not including the intervention node D * k or its dual D k . We wish to compute the conditional probability
where p(u s ) is the product distribution over all exogenous noise terms for S including the leak term. We proceed as before by expressing this as a marginalization over the CPT of the dual states, p(s = 0, s * = 0
. For s i = 0, the generative functions are given by
First we compute the joint state. 
which is equivalent to p(s \k = 0| ∧ i =k D i = d i , D k = 1)δ(d k − 1) Finally, from the definition of the noisy-OR CPT (4),
Lemma 56 allows us to express the expected disablement in terms of factual probabilities. As we have seen, the intervention do(D * k = 0) can never result in counterfactual symptoms that are on, when their dual factual symptoms are off, so we need only enumerate over counterfactual symptoms states where S + ⊆ S + as these are the only counterfactual states with non-zero weight. From this it also follows that for all s ∈ S − =⇒ s * ∈ S − . The counterfactual CPT in (50) 
where γ(Z, D k ) =
where S ± is the set of factual positive (negative) evidenced symptom nodes and R is the risk factor evidence.
Proof. From the above discussion, the non-zero contributions to the expected disablement are E(D k , E) dis = C⊆S+ |C|p(S * − = 0, C * = 0, S + \ C = 1|S + , S − , R, do(D * k = 0)) (
Applying Bayes rule, and noting the the factual evidence states are not children of the intervention node D * k , gives E(D k , E) dis = 1 p(S + , S − |R) C⊆S+ |C|p(S * − = 0, C * = 0, S + \ C = 1, S + , S − |R, do(D * k = 0)) (
Let us now consider the probabilities Q = p(S * − = 0, C * = 0, S \ C * = 1, S + , S − |R, do(D * k = 0)). We can express these as marginalizations over the disease layer, which d-separate dual symptom pairs from each-other. First, we express Q in the instance where we assume all λ D k ,S > 0. 
Di,S , this is a linear function of λ D k ,S and therefore continuous in the limit λ D k ,S → 0. Secondly,
which again is a linear function fo λ D k ,S and so is continuous in the limit λ D k ,S → 0. p(s \k = 0 | ∧ i =k D i = d i , D k = 1)δ(d k − 1) is a constant function w.r.t λ D k ,S , as is p(s \k = 1| ∧ i =k D i = d i , D k = 1), so these are also both continuous in the limit.
We therefore proceed under the assumption that λ D k ,S > 0 ∀ S. Applying Lemma 1 simplifies (66) to
Note that the only Q that are not multiplied by a factor |C| = 0 in (65) have C = ∅, and so δ(d k − 1) is always present. Marginalizing over all disease states gives Q = p(S − = 0, C = 0, (S + \ C) \k = 1, D k = 1|R)
As before, we simplify this using a change of varaibles and the inclusion-exclusion principle. Change variables C → S + \ C, which along with (70) gives 
We can now proceed as before and remove the graph cut operation on the set Z, using the definition of noisy-or (4), p(S − = 0,(S + \ C) = 0, Z \k = 0, D k = 1|R) = di,i =k p(S − = 0, (S + \ C) = 0, Z \k = 0, D k = 1, ∧ N i =k D i = d i |R) 
Clearly each term for a given X is zero unless λ D k ,S < 1 ∀ S ∈ X , and so we can restrict ourselves to S ⊆ S + ∩Ch(D k ). Furthermore, if any λ D k ,S = 0 for S ∈ X , then the symptom marginal (which is linearly dependent on λ D k ,S ) is 0 (there is zero probability of observing this symptom to be off if D k = 1), and this term in the sum is zero. Therefore we can restrict the sum to X ⊆ S 
and we recover E(D k , E) dis = p(D k = 1|E) in the limit γ(A, D k ) → 1. Finally, consider that for some S ∈ A, λ D k ,S = 0. Note that p(S − = 0, A = 0, D k = 1|R) = p(S − = 0, A = 0|R, D k = 1)p(D k = 1|R). If any λ D k ,S = 0 for S ∈ S − , then this term is 0 by construction.
G. PROPERTIES OF THE EXPECTED DISABLEMENT
In this appendix we show that the expected disablement satisfies our criteria for diagnostic measures. Although in noisy-or networks the expected disablement coincides with the expected sufficiency, which we have already shown to obey our postulates, we show here that the expected disablement in obeys our postulates in general models -regardless of the choice of graph topology or generative functions. Proof. First we prove consistency. In the following, we use the notation * to denote counterfactual variables. The term p(S * |E, do(D * k = 0)) can be expressed as 
If D k = 0 then the factual and counterfactual symptoms have identical states on their parents, and therefor are copies of each other. As a result, S + = S + and the expected disablement is identical to 0. The only term that is non-zero is therefore when D k = 1, and all non-zero terms in (88) therefore have a coefficient of p(D k = 1|E). To see that causality is satisfied, note that S + \ S + = 0 iff S + ⊂ S + , which requires that at least one symptom has been switched off. If D k is not a parent of any S + , then p(S * |E, do(D * k = 0)) = 0 unless S * = S (the symptom evidence is unchanged), which implies that S + \ S + = 0, satisfying causality. Finally, note that E dis (D k , E) is a convex combination over the values of the set difference function S + \ S + , and therefore is upper bounded by E dis (D k , E) ≤ |S + |, the number of positively evidenced symptoms that are children of D k . Therefore, the expected disablement is upper bounded by the maximal number of positive symptoms that can be caused by D k .
H. APPENDIX OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this appendix we list the results of experiments 1 and 2. Experiment 1 compares the top k accuracy of our algorithms. In experiment 2 we compare the diagnostic accuracy of 44 doctors to our associative (Bayesian) and counterfactual diagnostic algorithms. The table below records the scores of each doctor and the associative and counterfactual algorithm shadowing them. IV: Results for experiment 1: table shows the mean position of the true disease for the associative (A) and counterfactual (C, expected sufficiency) algorithms over all 1671 cases. Results are stratified over the rareness of the disease (given the age and gender of the patient). For each disease rareness category, the number of cases N is given. Also the number of cases where the associative algorithm ranked the true disease higher than the counterfactual algorithm (Wins (A)), the counterfactual algorithm ranked the true disease higher than the associative algorithm (Wins (C)), and the number of cases where the two algorithms ranked the true disease in the same position (Draws) are given, for all cases and for each disease rareness class. 
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